Join us for an evening of laughter and learning at the MCC Theatre! This comedy act by Nina G and their co-comedian Mean Dave takes an intersectional approach in talking about issues that people with non-apparent disabilities encounter, and what it means to be an ally to one another. Their focus is on being open, getting needed support and moving toward Disability pride and goals. The A.S. Commission on Disability Equality will facilitate a Q&A following the performance.


Mean Dave is a comedian from the Bay Area with a rock and roll style. With a wild, intelligent approach to material about modern day life, Mean Dave brings his critical message about addiction and disabilities to audiences around the world.

MON, APRIL 11TH, 7-8:15PM
Hybrid Performance, MCC Theater & Zoom
Zoom link: https://ucsb.zoom.us/j/82747744429

For more information or assistance in accommodating people of varying abilities contact the MultiCultural Center at 805.893.8411. Accommodations: In-Person and Hybrid/Zoom ASL Interpretation and Live Captions. For additional accommodations please visit the MCC office or contact Jesse Avila at 805.893.8411 or jesseavila@ucsb.edu.